Thylakoid Protein Phosphorylation in Higher Plant Chloroplasts Optimizes Electron Transfer under Fluctuating Light
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Several proteins of photosystem II (PSII) and its light-harvesting antenna (LHCII) are reversibly phosphorylated according to light quantity and quality. Nevertheless, the interdependence of protein phosphorylation, nonphotochemical quenching, and efficiency of electron transfer in the thylakoid membrane has remained elusive. These questions were addressed by investigating in parallel the wild type and the stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8 kinase mutants of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), using the stn7 npq4, npq4, npq1, and pgr5 mutants as controls. Phosphorylation of PSII-LHCII proteins is strongly and dynamically regulated according to white light intensity. Yet, the changes in phosphorylation do not notably modify the relative excitation energy distribution between PSII and PSI, as typically occurs when phosphorylation is induced by “state 2” light that selectively excites PSII and induces the phosphorylation of both the PSII core and LHCII proteins. On the contrary, under low-light conditions, when excitation energy transfer from LHCII to reaction centers is efficient, the STN7-dependent LHCII protein phosphorylation guarantees a balanced distribution of excitation energy to both photosystems. The importance of this regulation diminishes at high light upon induction of thermal dissipation of excitation energy. Lack of the STN7 kinase, and thus the capacity for equal distribution of excitation energy to PSII and PSI, causes relative overexcitation of PSII under low light but not under high light, leading to disturbed maintenance of fluent electron flow under fluctuating light intensities. The physiological relevance of the STN7-dependent regulation is evidenced by severely stunted phenotypes of the stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants under strongly fluctuating light conditions.
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PSII core proteins. Exposure of plants to high light (HL) intensities, on the contrary, promotes the phosphorylation of PSII core proteins but inhibits the activity of the LHCII kinase, leading to dephosphorylation of LHCII proteins (Rintamäki et al., 2000; Hou et al., 2003).

Thylakoid protein phosphorylation induces dynamic migrations of PSII-LHCII proteins along the thylakoid membrane (Bassi et al., 1988; Iwai et al., 2008) and modulation of thylakoid ultrastructure (Chuartzman et al., 2008). According to the traditional state transition theory, the phosphorylation of LHCII proteins decreases the antenna size of PSII and increases that of PSI, which is reflected as a quenched fluorescence emission from PSII. Alternatively, subsequent dephosphorylation of LHCII increases the antenna size of PSII and decreases that of PSI, which in turn is seen as increased PSII fluorescence (Bennett et al., 1980; Allen et al., 1981; Allen and Forsberg, 2001). This view was recently challenged based on studies with thylakoid membrane fractions, revealing that modulations in the relative distribution of excitation energy between PSII and PSI by LHCII phosphorylation specifically occur in the areas of grana margins, where both PSII and PSI function under the same antenna system, and the energy distribution between the photosystems is regulated via a more subtle mechanism than just the robust migration of phosphorylated LHCII (Tikkanen et al., 2008b). It has also been reported that most of the PSII reaction centers are located in the grana margins in a close vicinity to PSII-LHCII-rich grana thylakoids (Kaftan et al., 2002), providing a perfect framework for the regulation of excitation energy distribution from LHCII to both PSII and PSI.

When considering the natural light conditions, the HL intensities are the only known light conditions that in higher plant chloroplasts specifically dephosphorylate only the LHCII proteins but not the PSII core proteins. However, such light conditions do not lead to enhanced function of PSII. Instead, the HL conditions strongly down-regulate the function of PSII via non-photochemical quenching of excitation energy (NPQ) and PSII photoinhibition (for review, see Niyogi, 1999). On the other hand, after dark acclimation of leaves and relaxation of NPQ, PSII functions much more efficiently when plants/leaves are transferred to LL despite strong phosphorylation of LHCII, as compared with the low phosphorylation state of LHCII upon transfer to HL conditions.

The delicate regulation of thylakoid protein phosphorylation in higher plant chloroplasts according to prevailing light intensity is difficult to integrate with the traditional theory of state transitions (i.e. the regulation of the absorption cross-section of PSII and PSI by reversible phosphorylation of LHCII). Moreover, besides LHCII proteins, reversible phosphorylation of the PSII core proteins may also play a role in dynamic light acclimation of plants. Recently, we demonstrated that the PSII core protein phosphorylation is a prerequisite for controlled turnover of the PSII reaction center protein D1 upon photodamage (Tikkanen et al., 2008a). This, however, does not exclude the possibility that the strict regulation of PSII core protein phosphorylation is also connected to the regulation of light harvesting and photosynthetic electron transfer. Moreover, the interactions between PSII and LHCII protein phosphorylation, nonphotochemical quenching, and cyclic electron flow around PSI in the regulation of photosynthetic electron transfer reactions remain poorly understood. To gain a deeper insight into such regulatory networks, we explored the effect of strongly fluctuating white light on chlorophyll (chl) fluorescence in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) mutants differentially deficient in PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation and/or the regulatory systems of NPQ.

RESULTS

STN7 and STN8 Kinases Have Mutual Regulation Pathways

Figure 1 demonstrates how the phosphorylation patterns of the PSII core (D1, D2, and CP43) and LHCII proteins are dynamically regulated by the STN7 and STN8 kinases upon varying the light intensity. Wild-type and stn mutant plants were subjected to light treatments changing in intensity from LL (30 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) to HL (1,000 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) every 30 min for a total duration of 180 min. Phosphorylation level of the PSII core proteins (especially CP43) was low under LL in the wild type and the stn8 mutant lacking the STN8 kinase and having only the STN7 functional, whereas the LHCII protein phosphorylation was relatively strong. In contrast, always when HL was switched on, the phosphorylation of LHCII repeatedly decreased and the phosphorylation level of the PSII core proteins increased. This demonstrated the presence of two differently regulated STN7-dependent phosphorylation pathways, one specific for LHCII proteins and the other specific for CP43. The stn7 mutant, containing only a functional STN8, did not phosphorylate LHCII but phosphorylated the PSII core proteins more strongly than the wild type, especially under LL. This is in accordance with our previous finding indicating that, particularly under LL, the photosynthetic electron transfer chain (ETC) in stn7 is more reduced than in the wild type (Tikkanen et al., 2006). As mentioned above, in the stn8 mutant, the STN7 kinase strongly phosphorylated LHCII but also relatively well the PSII core proteins, especially CP43. However, the STN7 kinase in the stn8 mutant gradually lost its capacity for phosphorylation of the PSII core proteins in the course of the 180-min experiment, probably due to breakdown of the STN7 enzyme (Lemeille et al., 2009). In contrast, the capability of the STN8 kinase to phosphorylate the PSII core proteins in the stn7 mutant remained unaltered.
throughout the entire experiment under fluctuating light. It is worth noting that light conditions used in our experiments were not high enough (Pursiheimo et al., 2001) to induce the phosphorylation of minor PSII-LHCII proteins like CP29.

Feeding of leaves with Glc in darkness activated both the STN7 and STN8 kinases (Fig. 1B). Such metabolic manipulation of the kinase activities in darkness resulted in the wild type in a phosphorylation pattern that was comparable to that induced by the state 2 light (Fig. 1C), which strongly reduces the photosynthetic ETC but does not induce the feedback down-regulation of the STN7 kinase by overreduction of chloroplastic stroma (Rintamäki et al., 2000). This experiment highlighted the fact that thylakoid protein phosphorylation is not only regulated by the intensity and quality of light. Under natural conditions, the phosphorylation status of the thylakoid proteins is set by cooperative regulation by the prevailing light conditions and the metabolic status of the chloroplast (Hou et al., 2003).

Effect of Thylakoid Protein Phosphorylation on Antenna Systems of PSII and PSI

As discussed above, the modifications of PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation in natural environments critically differ from those occurring upon the well-documented state 1-state 2 transitions induced by artificial light conditions. This prompted us to explore whether the changes in white light intensity, and the associated modifications in PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation, are coupled to short-term changes in functional properties of the PSI and PSII antenna systems. To this end, we first applied state 1-state 2 lights to study the 77 K chl a fluorescence emission from PSII (CP43 and CP47) and PSI in wild-type plants. As reported earlier (Allen and Forsberg, 2001), the state 2 light, which strongly activates the phosphorylation of both the PSII core and LHCII proteins (Fig. 1C), strongly increased the relative fluorescence from PSI (Fig. 2A).

In order to investigate the effects of white light-induced phosphorylation on the antenna systems of PSII and PSI, the dark-acclimated wild-type, stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8 mutants were subjected to LL and HL for 60 min and the 77 K chl a fluorescence emission from PSII and PSI was recorded from isolated thylakoids (Fig. 2). Opposite to the effects induced by state 1 and state 2 light conditions (Fig. 2A), the effects of different light intensities on the relative fluorescence emission from PSII and PSI in wild-type plants were only minor (Fig. 2B), even though distinct modulations in the phosphorylation of the PSII and LHCII proteins (Fig. 1A; Aro and Ohad, 2003). As compared with the wild type (Fig. 2B), the stn7 single mutant and the stn7 stn8 double mutant showed slightly reduced relative fluorescence from PSI both after dark acclimation and after illumination with LL (Fig. 2, C and E). After exposure to HL, however, no differences from the wild type were recorded (Fig. 2B, C and E). The stn8 mutant behaved like the wild type under all light intensities tested (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the npq4 mutant (Fig. 2F) showed somewhat lower relative fluorescence from PSI than the wild type after treatment in the dark or under HL, whereas LL-exposed npq4 mutant did not differ from the wild type.

According to the state transition theory (Allen and Forsberg, 2001), illumination by state 2 light induces
the migration of phosphorylated (P)-LHCII from PSII in the grana membranes to PSI in the stroma lamellae, which should be detectable by measuring the 77 K chl \(a\) fluorescence excitation spectra of PSII (CP43 and CP47) and PSI. Fluorescence excitation spectra give information about pigments associated with the excitation of PSI and PSII and reveal changes in the absorption cross-section of PSII and PSI due to rearrangements of the antenna system upon illumination of leaves with different light qualities and quantities. Accordingly, the phosphorylation of LHCII and migration into contact with PSI should be detected as enhanced relative fluorescence emission from PSI at wavelengths associated with light absorption by LHCII (chl \(b\), 480 nm; carotenoids, <480 nm) as compared with the nonphosphorylated state, where only chl \(a\) with maximal absorption at 440 nm takes care of the excitation of PSI.

As expected, the state 1 light-acclimated wild-type leaves showed nearly similar 77 K chl \(a\) fluorescence excitation spectra of PSII (CP43 and CP47) and PSI as leaves acclimated to darkness (Fig. 3). State 2 light, in contrast, drastically changed the excitation spectra, and accordingly the absorption cross-sections, of both photosystems. Despite the fact that illumination under state 2 light clearly increased the relative excitation of PSI (i.e. the fluorescence emission from PSI; Fig. 2), the concurrent analysis of the PSI 77 K chl \(a\) fluorescence excitation spectrum revealed no specific enhancement in the excitation by wavelengths absorbed by chl \(b\) (around 480 nm) and thus the LHCII antenna system (Fig. 3). This result contradicts the idea that the increase in PSI 77 K chl \(a\) fluorescence emission was only due to a specific migration of P-LHCII from PSII to PSI (for review, see Allen and Forsberg, 2001). Noteworthy, the illumination by state 2 light changed in a...
The 77 K chl a fluorescence of wild-type leaves or any of the mutants acclimated to different white light intensities for 1 h (dark, LL, and HL) did not reveal remarkable changes in the 77 K chl a fluorescence excitation spectra of either PSII or PSI (Fig. 3), despite drastic differences in PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation levels (Fig. 1). Only a slight increase in the excitation of PSI by wavelengths associated with chlorophyll b (480 nm) absorption was observed at LL in the wild type and stn8 and npq4 mutants, but not in stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants, indicating the dependence on LHCII phosphorylation (Fig. 3). The excitation properties of PSI and PSI in the npq4 mutant were similar to those in the wild type after treatment of leaves in darkness and LL. However, after HL treatment, the total fluorescence yield was dramatically reduced (data not shown), the shape of the spectrum became less defined, and high variation between the measurements was detected (data not shown). This indicates that excess light damages the structure and function of the light-harvesting machinery if the PsbS protein is missing (npq4 mutant).

In order to clarify the roles of LHCII and PSII core protein phosphorylation in dynamic acclimation of the photosynthetic electron transfer reactions, we subjected Arabidopsis wild-type and mutant leaves to changing light intensities. Under such conditions, the capability to dynamically adjust the light-harvesting and electron transfer properties in response to a given light intensity is required. During the experiment, the capability of the photosynthetic machinery for dynamic light acclimation was monitored by measuring the maximal and steady-state fluorescence in the light-acclimated state, denoted as $F_{m}'$ and $F_{s}'$, respectively. The yield of $F_{m}'$ was measured in order to elucidate the quenching state of PSII (NPQ), with high $F_{m}'$ indicating high efficiency of excitation energy transfer from LHC to photosystems. $F_{s}'$ was measured in order to estimate the redox state of the ETC, with low $F_{s}'$ indicating fluent electron flow from PSII to PSI and further to the downstream electron acceptors (Baker, 2008).

Measurements were conducted with the wild type and the stn mutants (stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8) but also with several other mutants characterized by known disabilities in the light acclimation processes. The npq4 mutant was the most important control for the experiments. It lacks the feedback deexcitation of PSII (qE), which is the main component of NPQ (Niyogi et al., 2005). Another key control was the npq4 stn7 double mutant (Frenkel et al., 2007), which besides the...

**Figure 3.** The 77 K chl a fluorescence excitation spectra of CP43 (685 nm), CP47 (695 nm), and PSI (730 nm) from the wild type (WT), stn7, stn8, stn7 stn8, and npq4 recorded after incubation of plants first for 16 h in darkness and then for 1 h under 30 (LL) or 1,000 (HL) μmol photons m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. Wild-type plants were also exposed to far-red light (state 1) and red light (state 2) for 1 h after 16 h of dark incubation. All spectra have been normalized to the excitation by chl a at 440 nm. The peak at 480 nm represents the excitation of the fluorescence emitters by chl b, and the excitation by longer wavelengths represents the excitation by carotenoids. Plant treatments and thylakoid isolation were performed as in Figure 2. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
feedback deexcitation also lacks LHCII phosphorylation and is thus deficient in regulatory events originating from cooperation between LHCII phosphorylation and the PsbS-dependent qE. npq1, the third NPQ mutant used here, lacks the deepoxidase enzyme responsible for the conversion reaction of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin (Niyogi et al., 1998) and was used to clarify the relation between the xanthophyll cycle and the other acclimation processes investigated. Regulation of light reactions by protein phosphorylation is based on sensing the redox state of the ETC chain (Aro and Ohad, 2003; Lemeille et al., 2009), whereas the regulation of qE is based on sensing the lumenal protonation (Niyogi, 1999). The development of lumenal protonation can be uncoupled from the water-splitting activity of PSII by cycling electrons around PSI. Such cyclic electron transfer (CET) provides a flexible mechanism to regulate the amount of NPQ independently of PSI function. For this reason, also the pgr5 (Munekage et al., 2002) mutant with impaired CET reactions was included in the measurements.

For the experiments, wild-type and mutant plants were grown under 100 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹ (growth light [GL]). The leaves were detached 2 h after onset of the photoperiod, placed in the measuring holder covered with wet tissue, and acclimated in darkness for 10 min. Thereafter, leaves were first subjected to 7 min to LL (67 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹), which was below the GL intensity and maintained efficient energy transfer from LHII to fulfill the requirements of metabolic electron sinks. LL was followed by 2 min under HL (590 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹), inducing down-regulation of LHII efficiency, and then again 7 min under LL, which restored the efficiency of LHII in energy transfer to reaction centers. After this first illumination cycle, the leaves were returned to darkness for 10 min. The second illumination cycle consisted of moderately HL (340 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) for 7 min, very LL (37 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) for 2 min, and moderately HL again for 7 min to further elucidate the relationship between the efficiency of LHII in energy transduction and the fluency of electron flow upon varying light intensities and time scales. Fm' and Fs', normalized to the initial Fm' and Fs' values, were recorded during the illumination cycles.

Wild-type plants demonstrated a highly flexible regulation of chl a fluorescence upon shifts in light intensity, in agreement with earlier reports (for reviews, see Baker, 2008; Eberhard et al., 2008). Briefly, the shift of wild-type leaves from darkness to moderately low actinic light resulted in an approximately 40% decrease in the yield of Fm'. This sudden drop was followed by about 20% restoration of Fm', after which the Fm' gradually evened out to the steady-state level of fluorescence characteristic of this light intensity. The following 2-min HL peak further quenched 30% from the remaining fluorescence. However, immediately after turning off the HL, Fm' was restored to the level preceding the HL pulse. During the subsequent 10-min dark incubation, the Fm' value recovered to the initial level. After the dark period, when moderately high actinic light (340 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) was turned on, the yield of Fm' was quenched with similar kinetics detected upon the first moderately LL phase of the experiment (67 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹), but due to a higher light intensity, the fluorescence yield stabilized to a somewhat lower level. During a subsequent 2-min pulse of very LL (37 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹), Fm' was mostly restored, but when the moderately HL was turned on, it dropped again to the same level recorded earlier at this light intensity. Fs' remained fairly constant throughout the illumination cycles of wild-type leaves. Collectively, these experiments demonstrated that the wild type maintained fluent electron flow from PSII to downstream metabolism under fluctuating light intensities, likely due to intact mechanisms to control thermal dissipation of excess energy and the excitation energy distribution between PSII and PSI.

Comparison of the npq4 mutant with the wild type confirmed that the dynamic regulation of Fm' is primarily dependent on the PsbS protein-dependent qE (Li et al., 2002). The npq4 mutant was nearly inert and did not show dynamic regulation of Fm'. However, despite the incapability for rapid changes in Fm', the npq4 mutant could gradually decrease the Fm' during the experiment. This slow induction of quenching was not related to state transition (qT), because the npq4 stn7 double mutant did not differ from the npq4 single mutant in this respect. The yield of Fm' was similar in npq4 and npq4 stn7 throughout the entire experiment under fluctuating light. This demonstrates that in the absence of the PsbS protein-dependent feedback deexcitation, the phosphorylation of LHII did not have any effect on the quenching properties of Fm' (NPQ). Unlike the npq4 mutant, the npq1 mutant showed a wild-type pattern in the regulation of Fm', although the amplitudes of the changes in fluorescence yield were diminished in the mutant as compared with the wild type (Fig. 4). This was a clear indication that the xanthophyll cycle is not required to induce the PsbS-dependent quenching but that it strongly modulates the strength of thermal dissipation, as was shown recently (Kalituhou et al., 2007).

The npq4 mutant maintained Fm' at a similar level as the wild type when light intensity did not exceed the GL intensity, thus maintaining fluent electron flow. Moreover, when light intensity increased from 67 to 590 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹ for 2 min, the npq4 mutant could maintain Fs' stable, indicating no disturbance in electron flow. However, when leaves were shifted from darkness directly to light intensity above the GL, the npq4 mutant could not maintain Fs' at a similar level as the wild type. Because Fs' remained at an equal level in the wild type and npq4 under LL conditions, and neither did the short shifts in light intensity affect the level of Fs' in the npq4 mutant, it is conceivable that the light-harvesting efficiency of both photosystems is similarly effected by qE, and Fs' increased only when electron flow was limited by electron
acceptors after PSI. Also, the npq1 mutant had difficulties maintaining $F'_s$ at a similarly stable level as the wild type upon prolonged exposure to light intensity above the GL. This emphasizes the importance under excess light of both the PsbS protein-dependent and the xanthophyll cycle-dependent mechanisms in regulating the efficiency of LHCII to maintain fluent electron flow from light reaction to downstream metabolism.

The stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8 kinase mutants were all capable of efficiently quenching $F'_m$ when the light intensity suddenly increased (Fig. 4). The initial quenching of $F'_m$ was even stronger in the stn mutants than in the wild type. However, despite rapid and efficient quenching of $F'_m$, the stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants had severe difficulties in maintaining the low $F'_m$ level after the rapid induction phase of $F'_m$ quenching. Intriguingly, the rapid and strong quenching of $F'_m$ coupled to the incapability of maintaining the induced quenching level severely amplified the difference between the low and high quenching states of LHCII in the stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants as compared with the wild type and stn8.

Upon the initial induction phase of $F'_m$ quenching (NPQ), the wild type and stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8 mutants showed equal levels of $F'_s$. However, immediately when $F'_m$ became partially recovered, the stn7 mutant and even more clearly the stn7 stn8 mutant showed distinctly higher $F'_s$ as compared with the wild type and stn8. This demonstrated that the lack of STN7-dependent PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation led to a redox imbalance of ETC, especially under LL when NPQ was low and the excitation energy transfer from LHCII to photosystems was highly efficient. Thus, the importance of the LHCII protein phosphorylation-dependent regulation of excitation energy distribution to the two photosystems becomes manifested under low NPQ and, accordingly, the high efficiency state of LHC.

The impact of cyclic electron flow on the regulation of $F'_m$ and $F'_s$ was tested with the pgr5 mutant (Munekage et al., 2002; DalCorso et al., 2008), which has reduced capacity to perform cyclic electron flow around PSI as compared with the wild type. Even though the exact role of the PGR5 protein in cyclic electron flow is not fully understood, the use of the pgr5 mutant was expected to provide important information concerning the roles of multiple electron transfer routes in the regulation of PSII via NPQ and thylakoid protein phosphorylation. Interestingly, the pgr5 mutant was nearly as inert as npq4 in performing rapid changes in $F'_m$ levels in fluctuating light. However, despite the enhanced efficiency of LHCII (high

Figure 4. Chl a fluorescence as a response to changing light intensity. Intact leaves from wild-type (WT), stn7, stn8, and stn7 stn8 plants and npq4, npq4 stn7, npq1, and pgr5 control plants grown under 120 μmol photons m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ were detached and placed in a leaf holder 2 to 4 h after GL was turned on in the morning. The measurements were started after 10 min of dark incubation by turning the light on, and the fluorescence parameters $F'_m$ and $F'_s$ were monitored during illumination of leaves with programmed changes in light intensity as indicated. Value 1 was given to the first measuring points of $F'_m$ and $F'_s$, and all other values were normalized against this initial value. Fluorescence curves were highly reproducible both for wild-type and mutant plants. Representative curves from at least 10 measurements are shown for the wild type and the mutants. [See online article for color version of this figure.]
Fluctuating Light Transfer Has a Great Impact on Plant Growth under Fluctuating Light

None of the mutants used here showed any visible growth phenotype under constant LL, moderate light, or HL conditions (data not shown). To test whether the misregulation of excitation energy distribution and electron transfer, as observed for some mutants in the short-term fluctuating light experiments (Fig. 4), has any specific impact on the phenotype when plants are grown under fluctuating light intensity, we placed wild-type plants and stn7, stn8, stn7 stn8, npq4, npq4 stn7, npq1, and pgr5 mutant plants to grow under LL, which was interrupted by frequent HL peaks. The purpose of using such a growth condition was to maximally challenge the dynamic regulation of the excitation energy distribution and electron transfer reactions and to relate the impact of these capacities on the growth of plants. The stn7 and stn7 stn8 plants grew very slowly as compared with the wild type, and pgr5 showed a lethal phenotype (Fig. 5). In contrast, the stn8, npq4, and npq1 mutants did not show any visible phenotype, and stn7 npq4 showed a less profound phenotype than stn7 (Fig. 5). As shown in Figure 4, short interruptions of LL illumination phases with HL pulses strongly disturb the redox balance of ETC in stn7 and stn7 stn8 but not in stn8, npq4, and npq1 mutants, providing evidence that the regulation of excitation energy distribution by the STN7-dependent phosphorylation cascade has a vital role for plant growth under fluctuating light. The pgr5 mutant showed severe difficulties in maintaining redox balance of electron transfer reactions, yet the influence of short HL pulses was not apparent. Nevertheless, the pgr5 mutant had a lethal phenotype under fluctuating light, suggesting that the genotype probably has more influence on the stromal redox state than on the redox state of ETC.

DISCUSSION

Reversible PSII-LHCII Protein Phosphorylation Induced by White Light of Different Intensity Does Not Result in State Transitions

Photosynthetic organisms cope with constantly changing light conditions via highly flexible regulation mechanisms that adjust the light absorption and photosynthetic processes according to metabolic and environmental cues. On the one hand, plants have mechanisms to enhance light harvesting when photosynthesis and growth are limited by the availability of light. On the other hand, when the light intensity exceeds the capacity by which the reducing energy can be consumed by metabolic reactions, the excess excitation energy becomes dissipated as heat via NPQ. Moreover, even though the balancing of the light-harvesting capacity between PSII and PSI via state transitions has long been recognized as a regulatory mechanism to optimize the relative function of PSII and PSI (Allen and Forsberg, 2001; Haldrup et al., 2001; Rochaix, 2007; Kargul and Barber, 2008), its biological significance under different natural light conditions has remained controversial. The mechanistic basis of state transitions is not fully understood; yet recent data (Tikkanen et al., 2008b) indicated that regulation takes place in grana margins, where the majority of PSI reaction centers are located in close
in vicinity to PSII-LHCII-rich grana thylakoids (Kaftan et al., 2002).

In early studies, the induction of state transitions by differential excitation of the two photosystems was found to correlate with changes in the level of LHCII protein phosphorylation (Bennett et al., 1980; Allen et al., 1981). More recently, studies with the stn7 kinase mutant of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and the stn7 kinase mutant of Arabidopsis demonstrated that LHCII phosphorylation indeed is a prerequisite for state transitions to occur (Depege et al., 2003; Bellafiore et al., 2005). These classical state transition studies, however, are based on selective excitation of the two reaction centers by different qualities of light and therefore are hard to integrate with studies on the modulation of light harvesting and excitation of the two photosystems under natural environments, where thylakoid protein phosphorylation is dually controlled by the intensity of light and the downstream metabolic reactions. Indeed, we found no correlation between white light-induced modulations in the level of LHCII protein phosphorylation and the extent of state transition (Figs. 1 and 2).

While the state 1 and state 2 lights have similar effects on the phosphorylation of both the PSII core and LHCII proteins, either decreasing or enhancing the phosphorylation of both of them at the same time (Pilippo et al., 2006; Tikkkanen et al., 2006), the changes in light intensity sometimes have completely opposite effects on the PSII core and LHCII protein phosphorylation (Fig. 1), also suggesting that one phosphorylation pathway may negatively regulate the other. Under white light, the strongest level of LHCII protein phosphorylation is typically observed upon a shift of plants from normal GL to LL conditions (Pursiheimo et al., 2001). On the contrary, when the light absorption by pigments exceeds the capacity of carbon assimilation to utilize converted light energy, the stromal side of PSII becomes overreduced and induces the down-regulation of LHCII phosphorylation at the time when the PSII core protein phosphorylation reaches maximal intensity (Rintamäki et al., 2000; see model in Fig. 6). Moreover, the stromal overreduction not only inactivates the STN7 kinase but also accelerates the degradation of the enzyme (Lemeille et al., 2009), thus providing an additional level of regulation in light harvesting.

Despite of strong fluctuations in phosphorylation of the PSII core and LHCII proteins with respect to changes in light intensity (Fig. 1), the relative 77 K chl a fluorescence emission (Fig. 2) and the 77 K chl a fluorescence excitation spectra (Fig. 3) of PSII and PSI remained nearly unaffected, implying no induction of state transitions. In the stn7 and stn7 snl8 mutants, the relative 77 K chl a fluorescence from PSI as compared with the wild type was slightly reduced under LL, yet the normalized 77 K chl a fluorescence excitation spectra remained quite similar to that in the wild type. These findings demonstrate that in the wild type, when the proper control of the PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation is present, the relative distribution of excitation energy between the two photosystems is quantitatively rather similar in intact thylakoid systems under any natural light condition with or without phosphorylation of LHCII. However, the abnormal phosphorylation of the PSII-LHCII proteins in the stn7 and snl7 snl8 mutants decreases the excitation energy flow from the entire antenna system, covering a wide range of excitation wavelengths, to the PSI reaction center. Thus, the fluctuations in phosphorylation of the PSII-LHCII proteins, as induced by changes in light intensity, do not remarkably change the relative excitation of PSI and PSII but more likely function to maintain equal excitation of both reaction centers.

Role of the STN7 Kinase in the Regulatory Network of Excitation Energy Distribution and Electron Transfer Reactions

Using the stn mutants, we demonstrate here that under moderate light intensities, plants adjust NPQ to slightly different levels depending on the phosphorylation status of the PSII-LHCII proteins (Fig. 4). Thus, the phosphorylation is possibly involved in regulation of the extent of excitation energy donated from the light-harvesting antenna to both reaction center complexes. Under natural fluctuating light environments, the efficiency of light reactions needs nonstop regulation in order to keep the balance with the needs and restrictions of downstream metabolism. This can occur either by regulation of light absorption efficiency or by regulation of the efficiency by which the absorbed light energy is used in photosynthesis. The PsbS protein-dependent NPQ gives the mechanistic framework for regulation of the efficiency to use the absorbed light energy (Niyogi, 1999).

Using the stn and npq mutants, we addressed the question of how the PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation-dependent balancing of excitation energy distribution between the reaction centers cooperates with the PsbS-dependent quenching process (Fig. 6). Under LL, the stn7 mutant has a high-light-mimicking phosphorylation pattern of LHCII, which leads to a situation where PSII excitation is favored over PSI excitation (Fig. 6B) and plants exhibit a strongly reduced intersystem ETC (Fv'/Fm′ in Fig. 4; Bellafiore et al., 2005; Tikkkanen et al., 2006). In contrast to the stn7 mutant, the stn8 mutant strongly phosphorylates LHCII, weakly phosphorylates the PSI core proteins (Fig. 1), and has slightly less reduced ETC (Fv'/Fm′) as compared with the wild type (Fig. 4). Despite the opposing behavior of the stn single mutants, the stn7 snl8 double mutant resembled the stn7 mutant, but the incapability of maintaining the redox balance was even more obvious, thus stressing the importance of both kinase pathways in the regulation of electron transfer reactions.

The STN7-dependent regulation to balance the excitation energy distribution between PSII and PSI is required particularly under LL intensities, when ther-
The dissipation of excitation energy is low and LHCII transfers excitation energy efficiently to reaction centers (Fig. 6, A and B). When light intensity increases and concomitantly the efficiency of LHCII becomes down-regulated via NPQ, the STN7 kinase-dependent regulation loses its importance in regulation of excitation balance between PSII and PSI.

Figure 6. Model depicting the differential roles of PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation in the regulation of excitation energy distribution between PSII and PSI. Such regulation mostly occurs in grana margins where PSII and PSI are in close proximity (Tikkanen et al., 2008a) and depends on light conditions used for the induction of LHCII phosphorylation. A, Under LL, the PsbS protein is deprotonated and the xanthophyll cycle is inactivated, allowing efficient transfer of excitation energy from LHCII to PSII and PSI. B, Under such conditions, the STN7-dependent high LHCII and low PSII core protein phosphorylation are prerequisites for balanced excitation energy distribution to PSII and PSI, and the lack of the STN7 kinase leads to overexcitation of PSII as compared with PSI. C, Upon increase in light intensity, PsbS gets protonated and the xanthophyll cycle is activated, leading to efficient thermal dissipation of excitation energy. LHCII is dephosphorylated under such a low efficiency state of LHCII, and no STN7 kinase-dependent mechanism to maintain excitation balance between PSI and PSI is required due to the fact that the majority of the absorbed excitation energy becomes dissipated as heat. D, Under traditional state 1 light (far red), both the PSII core and LHCII proteins are dephosphorylated, PSII excitation by LHCII is favored, and thermal dissipation of excitation energy is at a minimum. Nevertheless, in natural conditions under the canopy, where far-red light is enriched, the excitation of PSI and PSII is in balance due to the fact that PSI absorbs far-red light more efficiently than PSII. hv, Light energy. E, Shift to state 2 light (red) induces strong phosphorylation of both the PSII core and LHCII proteins, yet the efficiency of LHCII is as high as under state 1 light (low NPQ). This unnatural state with strong overall phosphorylation of both the PSII core and LHCII proteins combined with high-efficiency LHCII leads to very efficient excitation energy transfer from LHCII to PSI and thus to a transfer to state 2, where PSI excitation is strongly favored over PSII.
tion energy distribution (Fig. 6C). In the stn7 npq4 mutant, incapable of down-regulating the antenna efficiency, the stn7 mutation-induced excitation imbalance is not dependent on light intensity and exists also at HL conditions.

The absence of NPQ, as such, did not affect the redox balance of ETC under LL or upon short HL pulses, indicating that NPQ modulates the efficiency of both photosystems to the same extent and does not affect the relative distribution of excitation energy between PSII and PSI. However, when the exposure of npq4 to HL intensity is prolonged, the capacity of metabolic sinks to accept electrons becomes crucial for electron flow and the situation of over-reduction of ETC is easily attained (Fig. 4). This brings up a question about the “unbalancing” force that makes the STN7 kinase-dependent regulation so necessary in maintaining the balance of equal excitation energy distribution to both photosystems under low and moderate photon fluence rates. It is well known that the distribution of excitation energy between PSII and PSI changes depending on salt concentration, which also modulates the stacking-unstacking-restacking dynamics of the thylakoid membrane (Murata, 1969, 1971). Changes in grana width and extent of stacking also occur depending on light conditions and are closely related to the kinetics of PSII core and LHCII protein phosphorylation (Rozak et al., 2002; Chuaartzman et al., 2008), yet the physiological significance of such a relationship has remained elusive. It is conceivable that the changes in granal stacking in chloroplasts regulate the light absorption capacity of the thylakoid membrane according to the light intensity. As an irrevocable consequence of such a modulation of thylakoid ultrastructure, the lateral segregation of PSII, LHCII, and PSI also changes and affects the excitation balance between PSII and PSI. This is reflected in the redox state of the electron transfer components, which in turn regulates the phosphorylation of the PSII-LHCII proteins (Vener et al., 1998; Zito et al., 1999; Aro and Ohad, 2003). It is likely that the dynamic regulation of PSII core and LHCII protein phosphorylation by the STN7 kinase facilitates the movements of PSII, LHCII, and PSI-LHCII complexes along each other and the thylakoid membrane, enabling the maintenance of excitation balance between the two reaction centers upon any white light-induced configuration of the thylakoid ultrastructure.

Similar to the stn7 single mutant and stn7 stn8 double mutant, the pgr5 mutant with impaired cyclic electron flow (Munekage et al., 2002; DalCorso et al., 2008) could not maintain the wild-type level of NPQ. However, besides low NPQ, the pgr5 mutant also had very low F′v/F′m, indicating oxidized ETC as compared with the wild type. In contrast to this, stn7 and stn7 stn8 had very high F′v/F′m, indicating strongly reduced ETC. Thus, these data suggest that the stn kinase mutants may not be impaired in PGR5-dependent cyclic electron flow; therefore, the phosphorylation-dependent modulation of NPQ is not likely to occur by CET-dependent lumenal protonation but rather via regulation of linear electron transfer or some other mechanism. Common for both the stn7 and pgr5 mutants is a severe difficulty in managing the electron transfer under fluctuating light intensity (Fig. 4), and both mutants also show strongly retarded growth under fluctuating light, pgr5 even showing a lethal phenotype. Slow growth of the stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants indicates that the regulation of electron transfer via the STN7-dependent mechanism is important for plant growth under fluctuating light. Proper distribution of excitation energy from LHCII to both photosystems seems to have more drastic effects on plant growth than the regulation of light-harvesting efficiency of LHCII via NPQ. Indeed, the growth of npq4 and npq1 was not retarded under fluctuating light. The drastic phenotype of pgr5 is evidently not related to its inability to induce NPQ.

CONCLUSION

Plants grown under constant light conditions have a high capacity to compensate the consequences of mutations in genes encoding the proteins required for proper acclimation to different light intensities. Under continuously fluctuating light, however, the straightforward acclimation is not possible for mutants that lack the protein(s) responsible for dynamic regulation of the light-harvesting system and energy distribution between the two photosystems. The stn7 mutant lacking the STN7 LHCII kinase belongs to such mutants and has a strongly stunted phenotype only when grown under strongly fluctuating light intensity.

It is well known that LHCII phosphorylation changes the relative excitation of the two reaction centers in the traditional state transition experiment involving different qualities of light to induce reversible LHCII phosphorylation. It is conceivable that in tandem with LHCII protein phosphorylation, the PSII core protein phosphorylation also takes part in this process (Fig. 6). Phosphorylation of LHCII and PSII is also dynamically regulated according to light intensity. However, the physiological role of such “white light phosphorylation” differs from traditional state transitions. We have demonstrated here that although the white light-induced changes in thylakoid protein phosphorylation are strong, they do not change the relative excitation of PSII and PSI but instead guarantee equal excitation of both photosystems under varying light intensities. In line with this observation, the lack of LHCII phosphorylation in the stn7 and stn7 stn8 mutants leads to overexcitation of PSII.

Efficient electron transfer reactions require a balanced excitation energy distribution between PSII and PSI, particularly in grana margin regions. Our results provide evidence that the STN7-dependent PSII-LHCII protein phosphorylation functions in balancing the excitation energy distribution from LHCII to PSII.

and PSI, thus ensuring the functional stoichiometry between the photosynthetic protein complexes, especially under LL when NPQ is low and LHCCI efficiently transfers energy to photosystems. Thermal dissipation of excitation energy (NPQ), as such, does not affect the excitation balance between PSI and PSI. However, in the absence of the STN7 kinase, the high-efficiency LHCCI (low NPQ) overexcites PSI relative to PSI, leading to strong reduction of ETC. Due to such a domination of PSI excitation by LHCCI in stn7, changes in LHCCI efficiency (NPQ) according to light intensity also predominantly affect the function of PSI. Thus, strongly fluctuating light that constantly changes the efficiency of LHCCI (NPQ) leads to drastic fluctuations in the redox state of ETC when the STN7 kinase is missing, causing the stunted growth of the stn7 mutant.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Growth of Plants and Short-Term Light and Glc Treatments**

Wild-type Arabidopsis (*Arabidopsis thaliana*) ecotype Columbia and the stn7 (Tikkkanen et al., 2006), stn8 (Vainonen et al., 2005), stn7 stn8 (Bonardi et al., 2005), npq4 stn7 (Frenkel et al., 2007), npq4 npq1 (Breitholtz et al., 2005), and pgr5 (Munekage et al., 2002) mutant plants were grown in a Phytotron under 200 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹, 8-h photoperiod, and relative humidity of 70%. OSMRAM PowerStar HQT 400/D Metal Halide Lamps served as a light source both upon plant growth and in HL and LL treatments. For the growth of plants under fluctuating light, an electronically controlled shading system was used. Five minutes of moderate LL (50 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) and 1 min of HL (500 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) were continuously following each other during the light period of 12 h followed by a 12-h dark period. In HL and LL treatments, leaves were placed in a temperature-controlled chamber at 23°C and light was passed through a heat filter. Mature rosette leaves from 4- to 6-week-old plants were used for experiments.

Wild-type plants were exposed to light favoring the excitation of PSI (state 2 light) and that of PSI (state 1 light) to ensure the maximal phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of thylakoid proteins, respectively. A fluorescent tube (CtriLux FS/BW/CR/BIOS; Sylvania) covered with an orange filter (Lee 105; Lee for red light) and that of PSI (state 1 light) to ensure the maximal phosphorylation efficiency LHCII (low NPQ) overexcites PSII relative to PSII, leading to strong reduction of ETC. Due to such a domination of PSI excitation by LHCCI in stn7, changes in LHCCI efficiency (NPQ) according to light intensity also predominantly affect the function of PSI. Thus, strongly fluctuating light that constantly changes the efficiency of LHCCI (NPQ) leads to drastic fluctuations in the redox state of ETC when the STN7 kinase is missing, causing the stunted growth of the stn7 mutant.
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